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INTRODUCTION 
In this memo several arch bridge alternatives are presented and evaluated in the consideration of a suitable 
replacement for the Chicago Avenue Bridge. The intent of this memo is to facilitate the Chicago Department of 
Transporation (CDOT) in their decision of what structure type to take through the Type Selection and Location (TS&L) 
phase, in which a preliminary design is developed for the selected alternative. 

BACKGROUND 
The existing bridge is a bascule type which has been out of operation for lifting for many years. The new bridge will 
accommodate the following: 

• Expanded traffic capacity, carrying four lanes of traffic with larger outside lanes to accommodate bicycles, and 
pedestrian sidewalks which are accessible per the ADA Standards. 

• The main span of the bridge will meet the navigable river clearance requirements but will also be designed to 
accommodate an auxiliary system for lifting if such is required by the Coast Guard in the event of an 
emergency. A design for a lifting system will be developed in the TS&L phase and is outlined in this memo for 
the different alternatives.  

• A walkway under the bridge along the eastern side of the river, connecting with a river-walk which runs along 
that bank. 

• The existing utility tunnel which is under the bridge will be maintained. 

•  The option to preserve the East Operator’s House is considered.  

This memo follows a Kickoff Meeting held in Chicago in November 2014 in which TYLI presented various 
configurations and concepts and it was discussed with CDOT in which direction to take the concept design. This was 
supplemented by TYLI SF making a visit to the Chicago Ave Bridge and to other recently built bridges in the area. 

OUTCOME OF KICKOFF MEETING IN NOVEMBER 2014 

The following issues were determined in this meeting and used as guidelines for the development of the alternatives 
presented in this memo: 

1. SPAN LENGTH –  For the main span consider two span length options: 

• A 190ft span option with support points directly over the foundations which will go through the 
existing bridge pits.  

• A 135ft span option with arch springing points over the river, supported by delta frames with main 
foundation going through the bridge pits. 

2. NUMBER OF ARCH RIBS – Develop alternatives using one or two arch ribs. 

3. CABLE HANGER PATTERN –  CDOT prefers a vertical hanger pattern, unless a network pattern is required for 
structural reasons. 

 

 

4. ARCH RIB –CDOT prefers that a steel arch rib be used in the design unless a concrete rib can be justified for 
economic, practical, or aesthetic reasons. 

5. ARCH TIE – CDOT prefers using concrete rather than steel for the ties in the arch span. 

6. EAST BRIDGE HOUSE – Roadway alignment , bridge geometry, and riverwalk footprint will be reviewed for the 
potential to preserve the existing East Operator’s House. 

7. LIFTING – Locate lift system under the bridge versus installing towers above deck to lift the span from above. 

SITE VISITS NOVEMBER 2014 

As the architectural context of this location deserves special consideration, the visit to the existing Chicago Ave Bridge 
and to other recent bridge replacements in the area such as the North Halsted Street and the North Damen Avenue 
Bridges was relevant and had impact on the development of these alternatives. 

CONTENTS OF THIS MEMO 

• Four alternatives are proposed: 

1. Steel Arch Rib with Circular Cross Section 

2. Three Tube Steel Arch Rib 

3. Concrete Arch Rib Alternative 

4. Steel Truss Arch 

A description of each one is given with supporting sketches and examples of comparable designs. An 
evaluation of pros and cons for each alternative is provided. 

• Variations:   

For some of the alternatives variations are presented such as the option to use a longer or shorter main span 
(the aforementioned 190ft and 135ft span length options.)  

• Lifting Schemes:  

The feasibility for lifting the 190ft span and the shorter span supported on delta frames is discussed. This 
includes a description of the type of commercial jacking system needed for lifting and a preliminary review of 
a feasible substructure for the new bridge in light of the foundation system which is there now, supporting 
the old bridge. 

• Discussion & Recommendations: 

A comparison of the bridge alternatives is made also taking into consideration lifting, and a recommendation 
is made with supporting justification. 
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ALTERNATIVE 1 

STEEL ARCH RIB WITH CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION 



STEEL ARCH RIB WITH CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION ALTERNATIVE 
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Figure 1: Circular Steel Arch Rib Alternative - ELEVATION 
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Figure 2: Circular Arch Rib – PLAN 

 

 

 

This alternative is modeled after the North Damen Avenue Bridge in 
Chicago. CDOT expressed a preference for this bridge, thus a version of it 
was investigated for the Chicago Avenue Site. 

DESCRIPTION 
An elevation, plan, and cross section are shown in Figures 1 through 3 for 
this alternative. 

The bridge is comprised of the following: 

• 190ft Tied Arch Span 

• 36ft Rise 

• Steel Arch Ribs with Circular 4 ft Diameter Tubular Section 

• Concrete Post-tensioned Ties 

• Cable Hangers at 10ft spacing. If Full Locked Coil Cables are 
used, 66mm (2.6”), 1570 Grade Cables are sufficient.  

• Concrete Post-tensioned Floor Beams spaced at 10 ft. 

• 9” Concrete Deck, 2” Overlay 

• River-walk path around the Piers of the new bridge, 
footing of pier can serve as seating. 

In this span configuration (190ft main span), the East Operator’s House can 
be accommodated however the fit is tight. The utility tunnel can be 
accommodated. This is further discussed in the Lifting Scheme section, 
where a substructure for the new bridge is proposed. The location of the 
new structure and how it coincides with the existing are shown on the plan 
sketch in Figure 2, where the Operator’s House, the new and old 
foundations and the utility tunnel are indicated. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The deck of the main span would be cast in place on falsework where a 
clear channel is provided for boat traffic during construction. The arch rib 
would be shop fabricated in two to three pieces and then assembled on 
site using cranes and/or falsework towers. The hangers would then be 
installed and snug-tightened and the falsework supporting the main span 
is then removed.
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Figure 3: Circular Arch Rib Alternative – CROSS SECTION 
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Figure 4: 155ft Span Option for Circular Arch Rib Alternative 
 

 
Figure 5: Perspective,155ft Span Option, Circular Rib 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VARIATION 1  

155 ft span option, supported on delta frames 
The shorter span option was increased in length from 135 ft (originally 
presented at the Kickoff Meeting) to 155ft to accommodate a bridge 
protection system outside the navigation envelope that would restrict 
barges from hitting the delta frames while turning. 

This shorter span option more easily accommodates preserving the East 
Operator’s House as there is distance created between the end of the arch 
span and the location of the house. 

The walkway underneath the bridge on the East side would go through the 
delta frame and beneath the upper level of the Operator’s House, as 
shown in the elevation sketch provided. 

A main reason for proposing this shorter span originally was that it would 
be lighter and thus easier to lift. However there is a tradeoff because lifting 
this span from underneath would require the construction of an additional 
foundation in the river (which is clear of the navigation envelope.)  The 
lifting schemes are discussed in a later section of this memo.  

Another complication is that with this configuration of delta frames 
supporting the main span, uplift occurs at the abutments, thus requiring 
tie downs at those supports. 
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Figure 6: Thimphuchu Bridge,  Bhutan. 256ft Span.- Inspiration for a Variation on the Circular Rib Section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VARIATION 2 

 Trapezoidal cross section rib with fanned cable 
pattern  

Inspiration for this second variation to the circular arch rib type came from 
Thimphuchu Bridge in Bhutan, shown in Figure 6.  

Connection details for a rectangular or trapezoidal arch rib section are 
simpler than for a circular rib section. This shape of cross section might be 
better suited to the architectural context of this site than the circular rib 
and is more elegant than a conventional rectangular section.  

As a 190ft span option, the transition in geometry from arch rib to pier is 
visually better than in the case of the circular arch rib. 

A concept isometric and cross section adapted to the Chicago Ave Bridge 
Site are shown in Figures 7 through 9.  
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Figure 7: Trapezoidal Rib Section with Fanned Cable Pattern 
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Figure 8: Trapezoidal Rib Section with Fanned Cable Pattern- Perspective and Cross Section 
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Figure 9: Trapezoidal Rib Section with Fanned Cable Pattern- Perspective closer up, with walkway on outside of arch rib
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PROS AND CONS 

PROS: 

• Circular Rib Alternative is relatively easy to fabricate and 
construct. 

• Easier to fabricate circular arch rib than a trapezoidal one. 

• Cost Effective. 

• Good durability. 

• In the variation with trapezoidal arch section and fanned cable 
pattern: More interesting visually as a river crossing. 

 

CONS: 

• Connection details for a circular cross section arch rib are more 
complicated than for a rectangular cross section; harder to 
obtain good workmanship on the details. 

• Modelled after the North Damen Ave Bridge, where the 
structural type and scale of bridge and the site considerations 
were different. What worked there might be less appropriate 
here: 

1. As this is a tied arch span rather than a thrust arch, the line 
of the arch rib ends at the deck rather than being  taken 
down to the ground and thus is not as visually appealing as 
the North Damen Ave Bridge.(190ft span option.) 

2. The span and rise of this bridge is smaller and the arch rib 
is larger diameter, making it appear more imposing than in 
the case of the North Damen Ave Bridge. The Chicago Ave 
Bridge would be at a scale between the North Damen Ave 
Bridge and the Bilbrook Bridge shown in the Figures 10 and 
11. 

3. Circular cross section less suitable to the architectural 
context which is particular to this site. 

 

 

Figure 10: North Damen Ave Bridge with 210ft span and 
 approximately a 46ft rise above deck 
 

 

Figure 11:Billbrook Canal Bridge, Germany. 165ft Span.
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ALTERNATIVE 2 

THREE TUBE STEEL ARCH RIB 

 
 



THREE TUBE STEEL ARCH RIB ALTERNATIVE 
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Figure 12: Three Tube Arch Rib Alternative – ELEVATION  
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Figure 13: Three Tube Arch Rib Alternative – PLAN 

 

 

 

This alternative is similar in concept to the first alternative discussed above 
but with a steel arch rib comprised of a three tube truss system rather 
than a single larger circular section. For a bridge of this scale a rib section 
which is less heavy in appearance than the solid section while still being 
substantive is suitable. In addition, the three tube section can provide 
increased stability as its sectional area is distributed further from the 
centroid than in the circular rib section alternative. 

DESCRIPTION 

This alternative was developed using the 190ft span option. The East 
Operator’s House can be kept but the space is tight. An elevation, plan, 
and cross section, are shown in Figures 12 through 14  

The bridge is comprised of the following: 

• 190ft Tied Arch Span 

• 40ft Rise 

• Steel Arch Ribs: 3 Main Circular Tube Sections (12” to 16” 
Diameter depending on span length) connected together using 
3” Extra-Strong Pipes  

• Concrete Post-tensioned Ties 

• Cable Hangers spaced at 12ft: If Full Locked Coil Cables used, 
66mm (2.6”), 1570 Grade Cables are sufficient. 

• Concrete Floor Beams spaced at 12ft  

• 9” Concrete Deck, 2” Overlay 

• River-walk path around the Piers of the new bridge, footing of 
pier can serve as seating. 
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Figure 14: Three Tube Arch Rib Alternative – CROSS SECTION 
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Figure 15: Three Tube Arch Rib Alternative –ARCH RIB DETAILS 

 

Details for the three tube rib geometry are shown in Figures 15 and 17. 

 

CONSTRUCTION 
The arch can be constructed through welding, using fillet welds or fillet 
and groove welds, as shown in Figure 18. The arch can be assembled in 
the shop in two to three pieces and then trucked to the site on its back, 
similar to what was done for the Highland Bridge in  Denver, CO as 
shown in Figure 16 .(More photos of this bridge to follow.) Construction 
of this alternative is otherwise similar to the Circular Arch Rib 
Alternative. 

 

 

Figure 16: Highland Bridge during construction 
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Figure 17: Three Tube Arch Rib Alternative –ARCH RIB DETAILS 
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Figure 18: Three Tube Arch Rib Alternative – ARCH RIB DETAILS 
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Figure 19: Three Tube Arch Rib Alternative – Perspective looking East (made for shorter span option) 
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Figure 20: Three Tube Arch Rib Alternative – view of Elevation in Context 
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Figure 21: Kansai International Airport, Japan – Inspiration for the Three Tube Arch 

 

 

 

Other examples of three tube truss arch systems: The roof system at 
Kansai International Airport in Japan (Figure 21) and as the arch rib of 
the Highland Pedestrian Bridge in Denver, CO (Figure 22.) 
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Figure 22: Highland Bridge, Denver, CO. 325 ft Span.  
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Figure 23: Variation on Three Tube Rib 
 Rib and Tie run Asymmetric Along Length of Bridge - PLAN 
 Out to the West (open terrain) and In to the East (dense urban) 
 

  

 

 

 

 

VARIATIONS  

A variation on this alternative is shown in Figures 23 through 25. In this 
variation the rib and tie of the arch run asymmetric, with the rib 
crossing over the walkway over the length of the bridge. The ribs in 
effect form a gateway angling from out to in as one goes from the West 
where it is more open to the East where it is more urban and dense. 
Pedestrians walk through the plane of hangers at the midpoint as the 
cables extend from rib to one side of walkway and then switch over at 
mid-span to the other side of the walkway.  

 

 

 

Figure 24: Asymmetric Variation on Three Tube Rib- 
CROSS SECTION  
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Figure 25: Asymmetric Variation on Three Tube Rib- Perspective 
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PROS AND CONS 

 

PROS: 

• Increased stiffness in the transverse direction due to section 
property of the arch rib. 

• More visually engaging alternative to the Circular Arch Rib option. 

• Has presence and transparency at the same time. Less heavy in 
appearance than the 42” circular rib section in the Baseline 
Alternative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONS: 

• Rib section more specialized than conventional steel rib section to 
fabricate and maintain. 

• 190ft Arch Span can accommodate the East Operator’s House but 
the fit is tight. 
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ALTERNATIVE 3 

CONCRETE ARCH RIB 
 



CONCRETE ARCH RIB ALTERNATIVE 
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Figure 26: Concrete Arch Rib Alternative- ELEVATION 
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Figure 27: Concrete Arch Rib Alternative -PLAN 

 

 

 

In the kickoff meeting it was decided that the concrete arch rib alternative 
should be considered only if there was an advantage from an aesthetic or 
functional standpoint over a steel rib. Through further study it is evident 
that a concrete alternative is a viable and in some respects a preferable 
alternative. 

A concrete alternative was further explored for the following reasons: 

• Concrete allows the most freedom to develop a substantial yet 
elegant arch rib. Cross section variations are easily possible 
through forming, allowing for the optimum section to be used at 
any given part of the bridge span. 

• Concrete is strong in compression and therefore a natural choice 
of material for the arch rib. 

• Given that the span is short the use of concrete is feasible, as the 
weight of the span for lifting is primarily determined by the deck 
weight, not the weight of the rib. 

• Use of concrete avoids complicated steel detailing at connections. 
This is a considerable benefit at the highly complex juncture of 
arch rib to tie at the ends of the arch span. 

• On many of the truss bridges in Chicago, the experience of the 
bridge is largely due to the effect of the cross bracing at the top 
which create a gateway effect. In this alternative cross bracing is 
introduced by the use of light concrete members to achieve this 
effect, in addition to providing stability to the bridge. 

• Last but not least, concrete in compression is far more durable 
than steel requiring less periodic maintenance.
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Figure 28: Concrete Arch Rib Alternative –CROSS SECTION

 

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION 

This alternative was developed as both a 190ft and 155ft span alternative 
option (the 155ft option is shown as a variation.) Elevation, plan, and cross 
section for the 190 ft alternative are shown in Figures 26 through 28. 

The bridge is comprised of the following: 

• 190ft Tied Arch Span 

• 35ft Rise 

• Concrete Arch Ribs and Concrete Post-tensioned Ties 

• Concrete Cross Bracing between Arch Ribs  

• Cable  Hangers spaced at 18ft – 2.6” diameter Full Locked Coil 
Grade 1570 Cables  

• Concrete Floor Beams spaced at 18ft, with Stringers at 7ft 
spacing across the width of section between the ribs. 

• 8” Concrete Deck, 2” Overlay 

• River-walk path around the Piers of the new bridge, footing of 
pier can serve as seating. 
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Figure 29: Concrete Arch Rib Alternative –Perspective looking  to the East 
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Figure 30: North Halsted Street Bridge. 147ft Span, 35ft Rise 

 

 
Figure 31: North River Industrial Corridor Bridge – The gateway effect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 29 an isometric view of the bridge is shown and can be 
compared with the North Halsted Bridge and the North River Industrial 
Corridor Bridge shown in Figures 30 and 31. 

A direct view of the proposed cross bracing is shown in Figure 32. If 
designed using slender members which can be formed directly into the 
main members, the cross bracing  forms a light elegant trellis structure 
rather than something which feels overly massive and confined. 
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Figure 32: Concrete Arch Rib Alternative –View up of cross bracing 
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Figure 33: Coudette Bridge, France. 365ft Span. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 34: Castelmoron Bridge, France. 470ft Span. 

 

 

 

CONSTRUCTION 

The entire deck, tie and arch system of the main span would be cast in 
place on falsework where a clear channel is provided for boat traffic 
during construction. The cross bracing between the ribs could be pre-
cast or cast in place.  

 

 

Two good examples of concrete arch bridges are shown in Figures 33 
and 34. 
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Figure 35:  Sixth Street Viaduct Replacement Project, LA. 190ft  - 250ft Spans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36: Seventh Street Bridge Fort Worth, Texas. 163ft Arch Spans. 

 
 

Modern concrete tied arches are not uncommon; two recent examples 
are the Seventh Street Bridge in Fort Worth, TX completed in November 
2013 (Figure 36), and the Sixth Street Viaduct Replacement Project in 
Los Angeles, CA (Figure 35), a multiple concrete tied arch structure 
which is currently under construction. 
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Figure 37: Variation on Concrete Rib Alternative , 155ft Span Option-ELEVATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VARIATIONS : 

155ft span option supported on delta frames  

Plan and isometric views for this span option are shown in Figures 37 
and 38. 

East-side Walk-way going through the delta frames and potentially 
through the East Operator’s House.  

The 155ft span option is shorter and thus lighter but there is a tradeoff 
because the design is less straightforward and an additional set of 
foundations are required to lift the main span as will be described 
further in the Lifting Scheme Section of this memo. 

This span length is however more optimum in terms of preserving the 
East Operator’s House and providing circulation around it. 
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Figure 38: Variation on Concrete Rib Alternative, 155ft Span Option-Perspective, with cross bracing looking east (left) and without cross bracing looking west (right.) 
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PROS AND CONS 

 

PROS: 

• Excellent durability. 

• Highly suited to site. 

• All concrete super and substructure is perceived more clearly as a 
whole. 

• Cross Bracing: Adds stability, creates a gateway effect. 

• Simplified detailing where rib and tie meet at the ends of the arch 
span (the ‘knuckle’) due to being an all concrete connection. 

• Simpler cable connections to concrete (versus steel) arch rib. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONS: 

• Concrete Rib section more specialized than conventional steel rib 
section to construct. 

• Longer Arch Span can accommodate the East Operator’s House but 
is a tight fit. 

• Heavier to lift than steel alternatives. 
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ALTERNATIVE 4 

STEEL TRUSS ARCH 



STEEL TRUSS ARCH ALTERNATIVE 
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Figure 39: Steel Truss Arch Alternative - ELEVATION 
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Figure 40: Steel Truss Arch Alternative – CROSS SECTION 

 

 

 

The visit to the Chicago Ave bridge site as well as to other bridges in the 
city such as the Clark Street Bridge and La Salle Bridge inspired making an 
alternative design concept in steel that is modern but also in a similar vein 
to these structures. 

A key element to these bridges are the size and scale of the main trusses, 
and how they enhance the experience of the crossing whether in a car or 
on foot. The trusses serve to shield those who are walking across from the 
fast moving (or congested) traffic flow, making for a more pleasant 
experience in which the view from the bridge of the river can be enjoyed. 

Thus the current alternative was developed.  

DESCRIPTION 

The main span is supported by a truss in the form of an arch. The 
elevation, plan, and a concept isometric view are shown in the Figures 39 
through 41. Because of the configuration of this bridge the walkway would 
go under the delta frames along the dock line, similar to the 190ft span 
options. 

The arch shape is logical as it follows the bending moment diagram. Unlike 
the cable hangers of a conventional arch, the vertical and diagonal 
members of this truss provide stiffness to the top and bottom chords. The 
maximum height of the truss at mid-span is about 17 ft from the top of 
deck, making it similar in scale to the existing Chicago Ave Bridge truss 
which varies in height from about 8 to 13ft. 

The isometric view in Figure 41 can be compared with the photos of the 
existing bridge in Figure 42. In this alternative the scale of the bridge is 
essentially maintained. 

CONSTRUCTION 
As the feasibility of this alternative depends largely on issues of 
fabrication, Veritas Steel was contacted to give input on how this bridge 
could be built and at what cost. The steel trusses would be fabricated and 
fully shop assembled in approximately 10ft by 50ft pieces and then field 
spliced once shipped to the site.  

Construction continued next page
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Figure 41: Steel Truss Arch Alternative – Perspective Looking West 
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Figure 42: Chicago Ave Existing Bridge 
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Figure 43: Oresund Bridge between Sweden and Denmark 

Construction continued-- 

The truss would be welded together out of flat plate resulting in a fairly 
seamless looking structure similar to the Oresund Bridge truss shown in 
figure 43. The bridge structure would be built out of weathering steel 
with a concrete deck which is composite with the floor beams and 
stringers of the bridge. Examples of using this material alongside 
concrete are shown in figure 44. Veritas Steel estimated it could built at 
a competitive price, comparable to the cost of constructing a steel arch 
bridge. 

 

 

Figure 44: Use of Weathering Steel
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PROS AND CONS 

 

PROS: 

• Highly suited to site, similar in scale to the existing Chicago Ave 
bascule bridge. 

•  No post-tensioning procedures involved during erection 

•  No cable installation 

•  All steel main span and delta frame results in a more cohesive form 
than in those using both steel and concrete. 

• Shorter Arch Span provides ample space for preserving the East 
Operator’s House

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONS: 

• Special construction 

• Fracture Critical bottom chord requires: 

1. Special material 

2. Different welding requirements 

3. More stringent inspection required (though similar to 
existing bridges in Chicago Area, so not a new problem.)
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LIFTING SCHEMES 
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Figure 45: Mammoet Jack-Up System JS500 

 

 

 

LIFTING SCHEMES 
At the Kickoff Meeting in November a lift scheme was proposed using 
towers installed behind each arch rib on the approach structure to the 
main span, at the deck level. However CDOT expressed preference 
instead for a design of a system that operates from underneath the 
bridge, using a jack and shore system to lift the arch span. 

Two practical solutions for jacking from below are: 

• Mammoet JS500 system {500 metric tonnes (1100kips) capacity 
per jacking location} - JS500 Jacking System - YouTube 
 

• ALE Mega Jack 800 ton system {800 metric tones (1760kips) per 
location} - ALE Overview of ALE's Mega Jack System - YouTube 

The range in weight of the tied arch span in the different alternatives is 
approximately from 27000kips to 4100kips, which is manageable using 
either of these systems.  

The dimensions of the Mammoet system are shown in Figure 45 and the 
general procedure for jacking is shown in Figure 46 (excerpts from the 
Youtube link above.)  

These under-the-load systems all have a height range up to 30 ft from 
underside of lifted load to base of the jacking system. For the Mammoet 
system the initial height is about 1525 mm – assume conservatively 6 ft. 
The jacking system will need to be installed on cribbing above the lower 
walkway level, near to the underside of the bridge, in order to be able 
to jack up 20 ft while maintaining a fully extended height of less than 30 
ft. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dqx7yFD2cpw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Frk2HFgfmjU
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1.Fork Lift places new palette on feeder 

 

 

2.Stack is lifted and new palette is fed into the bottom of stack 

  

 

 

Figure 46: Mammoet Jack-Up System JS500 setup sequence

3.The palette is locked into the stack and system is ready for a new palette . Steps 1-3 repeated until desired height is 
reached 

 

 

 Swivel point at top 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On-Site Monitoring
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Figure 47: 190ft Span Option – Plan showing foundation location

 

 

 

 

 

JACK-UP SCHEME FOR THE 190FT ARCH SPAN 

Plan, section and elevation in the area of the foundation for the 190ft arch 
span are shown in Figures 47 and 48, overlaid on the original plans to 
indicate where the new structure is with respect to the existing bridge pits, 
foundations, and utility pipe. Since it is preferable to avoid the pit walls, 
the foundation for the new bridge is shown as being comprised of four 4 to 
5ft caissons supporting each end of the arch span, as shown in the 
sketches. 

The jacking system for the 190ft arch span would be supported on a cross 
beam spanning between the foundations of the new bridge, shown in the 
cross section in Figure 48. 

With this scheme of jacking from underneath the bridge it is required that 
the walkway underneath be made accessible and will consequently have to 
be designed for construction (highway) loading. The equipment needed for 
lifting will most likely need to be delivered to the underside of the bridge 
by barge. 

The jacking contractor will need to crib up the jacking locations in order to 
reach the desired 40ft height above the water line while still keeping the 
full extended height of the jack below 30ft.
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Figure 48: 190ft Span Option - Section and Elevation showing foundation and jack up locations 
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Figure 49: 155ft Span Option – Plan showing foundation location 

 

 

 

 

 

JACK-UP SCHEME FOR THE 155FT ARCH SPAN 
ON DELTA FRAMES 

For the 155ft arch span the jacking system will need to be supported on 
caissons that are located under the springing points of the arch just 
outside the existing dock line in the river. These caissons would be framed 
into the walkway system underneath the bridge reducing the full water 
width by about 10ft from 161ft to 151ft, which is well clear of the 135ft 
wide navigation envelope. 

Plan, section, and elevation for the 155ft span option are shown in Figures 
49 and 50. Two 3ft diameter caissons would be needed at each end of the 
bridge to support the jack up systems. Cribbing and cantilever for jacking 
as shown in the plan and elevation would need to be provided by the 
jacking contractor. 

The foundation for the 155ft arch span supported by delta frames would 
be similar in configuration to the 190ft span option, with 4 caissons at each 
end of the arch span, assuming the pit walls are going to be left in place.
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Figure 50: 155ft Span Option - Section and Elevation showing foundation and jack up locations 
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON JACKING UP FROM UNDERNEATH 

It is understood that jacking the main span from underneath is preferable to jacking from towers overhead in case the 
jacking system needs to be left on site for an extended duration and leads to a disruption in traffic if the bridge were 
to be put back in service in that duration. 

It should be noted however that lifting from underneath is more complicated for the following reasons: 

• Additional foundations required for the delta frame option, this could be avoided if lifting was 
done from the top. 

• Jacking height limitations from underneath, as explained in above discussion. 

• The system is sensitive to lateral loads. A calm day is required for lift and the installation of guy 
wires is required. 

• The walkway underneath the bridge would have to be designed to carry large lift equipment 
loading. 

• Access would have to be by loading the lift system onto lower level under the bridge via barge, 
whereas accessibility is from the roadway if lifting from above. 

• There is less competition for this type of lifting operation and thus it is more costly than if lifting 
from above. 

It is also worth noting that the strand lifting systems could be set up as towers on each side of the bridge (outside the 
footprint) with a cross beam to get the lift point over the arch ends. Despite still remaining visible, in this 
configuration there would be less likelihood of disrupting traffic as they would be located away from the traffic flow. 
Lifting contractors could supply the towers and the beams so that the City would not have to buy any gear. 
Competition would be better as there are more contractors who do strand lifting than do jack-up. 
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DISCUSSION  
 

In the evaluation matrix shown in Figure 51 the structure types are rated based on Cost, Constructibility, Durability, 
and Aesthetics. The ranking is on a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being the best. The Circular Rib Alternative ranks the 
highest for Cost and Constructibility. The Concrete Rib Alternative ranks the highest for Durability and Aesthetics. The 
Steel Truss Arch ranks highest for Aesthetics. The Three Tube Rib Alternative ranks high in all categories. (The 
Trapezoidal Rib Alternative, considered supplemental to the others, also ranks high in all categories.)  

A Combined Ranking has been given taking all categories to be of equal significance and hence of equal value. The 
Combined score results for the four main alternatives, based on the rankings given in each of the categories discussed 
are: Concrete Alternative 4.5, Circular and Three Tube Alternatives 4.0, and Steel Truss Arch 2.75. The supplemental 
alternative, the Trapezoidal Rib, got a score of 4.0. 

CONSIDERATION OF LIFTING SCHEMES AND CHOICE OF SPAN LENGTH 
We recommend the 190ft span option over the shorter span supported on delta frames because it is a more 
straightforward design and does not require the construction of additional caissons out in the river for the sake of 
supporting the lift of the main span. 

If it is feasible we recommend that lifting from towers above versus from a jacking system below be reconsidered. 
Such a system would save the City money as it is a more common way to lift and thus more competitive to bid. It 
would simplify the design at ground level on each side of the main span  which would have to be designed for heavy 
construction loads under the current scheme. And if the shorter span on delta frames option was preferred for design, 
lifting from above would eliminate the need for the construction of additional foundations in the river to support the 
lift system. 

 

.
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Ranking: 5= higest rating, 1=lowest rating. No weighted factors applied for the combination.
COST  CONSTRUCTIBILITY DURABILITY AESTHETICS COMBINED

1
Cricular Rib 

Steel Circular Rib
Post-tensioned Concrete Tie

5 5 4 2 4

2  Three Tube Rib

Steel Three Tube  Rib 
Post-tensioned Concrete Tie

Rib running straight or crossing over 
sidewalk

4 5 3 4 4

3 Concrete Rib

Concrete Rectangular  Rib 
Post-tensioned Concrete Tie

With or without cross bracing
4 4 5 5 4.5

4 Steel Truss Arch
All Steel with Concrete Deck

2 2 2 5 2.75

1a Trapezoidal Rib

Steel Trapezoidal Rib
Post-tensioned Concrete Tie

4 4 4 4 4

CHICAGO AVE BRIDGE STRUCTURE TYPE STUDY - Evaluation Matrix

 

    Figure 51: Evaluation Matrix for the different alternatives.
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STRUCTURE TYPE RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Concrete Arch Rib Alternative 

We recommend that the 190ft span Concrete Alternative is chosen because of its excellent durability and 
because of the choice in how it can be formed it allows for the possibility to create an architecturally 
interesting bridge without introducing undue complexity to the design.  

The connection at the knuckle joints (where rib and tie meet at the ends of the arch span) as compared to the 
steel rib alternatives is greatly simplified. 

The structure is heavier to lift but it is manageable and within the limits of standard commercial jacking 
system lift equipment. 

We recommend the use of cross bracing due to the stability it brings to the structure especially during lifting, 
and that it would allow for the design of a more slender concrete arch rib. The gateway experience created by 
the addition of cross bracing would enhance the experience of crossing the bridge. 

 

2. Three Tube Steel Arch Rib Alternative 

Our second recommendation is for the Three Tube Steel Arch Rib 190ft Span Alternative. This alternative is a 
playful variation to the basic option with the circular rib. It is stiffer for lateral loading, it is robust yet 
transparent. It is unique. The asymmetric rib alignment, reflecting the movement from a narrow gap between 
buildings on one end of the bridge to more open terrain on the other end would be an interesting variation. 

 

     

      


